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needs to account for gravitational
pull, but task-level control should
be adaptive and ignore such static
inputs. The neurobiology of this sort
of parallel control architecture has
yet to be fully worked out in any
animal. Invertebrates display complex
and robust behavioral equilibrium
reflexes with extremely limited neural
resources, a paradox which serves
to experimentally highlight the
underlying neural mechanisms.
Summary
We share a physical world with
invertebrates, and as such we share
the need to detect the effects of air
and water currents, temperature,
and gravity. Challenged by size and
exhibiting tremendous evolutionary
diversity, invertebrates exhibit
some clever sensory solutions not
available to us mammals. However,
lessons learned from studies on
invertebrate body senses also
highlight convergent mechanisms for
solving physical problems common to
various taxa. Comparative research
therefore holds value not just for
more fully clarifying the diversity of
solutions, but also for understanding
how and why we humans arrived at
our particular ones.
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Spontaneous
planning for future
stone throwing by a
male chimpanzee
Mathias Osvath
Planning for a future, rather
than a current, mental state is
a cognitive process generally
viewed as uniquely human. Here,
however, I shall report on a decade
of observations of spontaneous
planning by a male chimpanzee in
a zoo. The planning actions, which
took place in a calm state, included
stone caching and the manufacture
of discs from concrete, objects
later used as missiles against zoo
visitors during agitated chimpanzee
dominance displays. Such planning
implies advanced consciousness
and cognition traditionally not
associated with nonhuman animals
[1]. Spontaneous and unambiguous
planning behaviours for future states
by non-humans have not previously
been reported, and anecdotal
reports, describing single occasions,
are exceptionally scarce [2–4]. This
dearth of observations is arguably
the main reason for not ascribing
cognitive foresight to nonhuman
animals [1]. To date, the surprisingly

few controlled demonstrations
of planning for future states by
animals are experimentally induced
behaviours in great apes [5–7] and
corvids [8,9]. The observational
findings in this report suggest that
these laboratory results are not
experimental artefacts, at least in the
case of great apes.
Stone throwing toward a crowd of
people has an instant and dramatic
effect, and was a way to evoke
reactions across the water moat
that enclosed the chimpanzee.
During the first three years during
which this male chimpanzee held
the dominant position, stone
hurling was infrequent. This was
probably because the outdoor island
compound rarely contained stones
immediately attainable in a display.
In early June 1997, however, stone
throwing increased dramatically,
including several throws per display.
This prompted zoo personnel to take
precautionary measures.
One morning the chimpanzee
island was swept, revealing five stone
caches containing three to eight
stones each, as well as individual
stones between the caches, located
along the shore facing the public
area. Algae coating indicated that the
stones originated from the adjacent
waterbed (Figure 1). On subsequent
days a caretaker placed herself in
a blind to systematically observe
the chimpanzee’s behaviour. On five
consecutive days, before the zoo
opened, the chimpanzee gathered
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Figure 1. Projectiles used in display. A concrete disc and two stones thrown at visitors in July
2008. The scale is in centimetres.
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it had never been shown to him.
The inferential chain, stretching
from the detection of concrete
hollowness to the offended visitors,
comprises a noteworthy range of
sequentially ordered advanced
cognitive operations. This type of
planning with tool making indicates
a flexibility associated with mental
pre-experience of an upcoming event
[1]. The behaviours also hint at a
parallel to human evolution, where
similar forms of stone manipulation
constitute the most ancient signs of
culture. Finds as old as 2.6 million
years suggest that hominins carried
and accumulated stone artefacts on
certain sites, presumably a case of
future need planning [10].

Figure 2. Displaying male chimpanzee. The male displays with a stone in his left hand. The
forceful bipedal locomotion and the pilo-erection (hair on end) are signs of agitation.

stones from the water and placed
them in caches. Later on each of
these days, the stones were used
as ammunition during displays (see
Supplemental data available on-line
for details).
In June 1998, the chimpanzee
began to add pieces of concrete to
the ammunition (Figure 1). Instead of
restricting the stone gathering to the
waterbed, he exploited the concrete
rocks located at the centre of the
island. In a sub-arctic zoo, concrete
structures can be vulnerable to water
entering and freezing in micro-cracks,
partially detaching the surface layer.
This is mostly invisible, but may
be detected from a hollow sound
when knocking on damaged areas.
The chimpanzee was observed to
gently knock on the concrete rocks,
from time to time delivering harder
blows to break off the detached
surface section in discoidal pieces,
and sometimes breaking these into
further smaller fragments. These
manufactured missiles were often
transported to the caches at the
shoreline.
Since the initial findings, caretakers
have removed hundreds of caches.
The gathering of stones has been
observed on at least 50 distinct
occasions, and the manufacturing of
the concrete discs has been directly
observed at least 18 times. However,
concrete pieces were regularly
present in the caches or individually
along the shore.

In order for a behaviour to signal
planning for a future state, the
predominant mental state during the
planning must deviate from the one
experienced in the situation that is
planned for. The above-described
behaviour is clearly identifiable
as planning for a future state. The
chimpanzee has without exception
been calm during gathering or
manufacturing of the ammunition,
in contrast to the typically aroused
state during displays (Figure 2). The
gathering and manufacturing has
only been observed during the hours
before the zoo opened, excluding
potential triggering from the presence
of zoo visitors. The delay between
the gathering and the throwing of
the stones is typically several hours.
The chimpanzee has not been
observed using stones or concrete in
contexts other than throwing, and the
behaviours have not been exhibited
off-season when the zoo is closed
and visitors are absent (50% of the
yearly outdoor period is off-season).
The purpose of the behaviours is
further demonstrated by the fact that
the discovered caches were always
located at the shoreline facing the
visitors’ area; representing less than
25% of the island’s circumference.
Planning, involving toolmaking,
reveals a cognitive complexity not
apparent in laboratory experiments.
The production and use of concrete
discs have been discovered or
invented by the chimpanzee, as
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Supplemental data are available at http://
www.current-biology.com/supplemental/
S0960-9822(09)00547-8.
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